
Climate Restoration
The future



The Now-Positives
● Rising tide of climate concern
● 85% concerned-Ipsos Mori
● Greta Thunberg
● Student Strikers, XR
● Net Zero Declarations
● Scientific Consensus 100%
● Paris Agreement and UN Action
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The Now- Impacts

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RW1gZKY4KM


1.5 degrees
● Very unlikely- impossible without removal
● Even if we achieve the impossible of 1.5 degrees, the impacts will still be dire.
● Here are some quotes from the IPCC 1.5 degrees report:



 “warming of extreme temperatures in 
many regions”

Image Jacques 
Descloitres and Ana 
Pinheiro, MODIS Rapid 
Response Team at NASA 
GSFC

http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/


“increases in frequency, intensity, and/or 
amount of heavy precipitation in several 

regions”

Image Cara Owsley



“Populations at disproportionately higher 
risk of adverse consequences with global 

warming of 1.5°C and beyond include:
disadvantaged and vulnerable 

populations, some indigenous peoples, 
and local communities dependent on 

agricultural or coastal livelihoods”
Image Robert Panippilla



“Climate-related risks to health, 
livelihoods, food security, water supply, 
human security, and economic growth 
are projected to increase with global 

warming of 1.5°C”

Image Jon Warren



Net Zero 2050
● Net Zero by 2050 will stop catastrophe 

happening but…
● All those previous effects will happen even 

if we reach net zero by 2050
● 1.5 degrees is NOT safe- it is still 

catastrophic
● If we hit 1.5 degrees, we also risk us 

reaching tipping points, where the problem 
is out of our control

● Accepting 1.5 degrees as the height of our 
ambition is accepting catastrophic effects 
as mentioned as “OK”



The world in 2100
● Assuming best case scenario- we achieved Net Zero, and achieved 1.5 

degrees
● Still widespread famines, flooding and wildfires far more intense than today
● Thousands, maybe even millions of species are made extinct
● Millions of people died because of climate impacts
● Political insecurity, wars, social unrest
● Economic growth stunted
● The pace of development stunted on a scale never seen before
● THIS IS A BEST CASE SCENARIO IF WE ACT WITHOUT RESTORATION 



“Warming from anthropogenic emissions 
from the pre-industrial period to the 
present will persist for centuries to 

millennia and will continue to cause 
further long-term changes in the climate 

system, such as sea level rise, with 
associated impacts” IPCC 1.5 degrees



Basically, just because we reach Net 
Zero, won’t mean we are suddenly fine. 
The negative impacts will continue for, in 

the best case scenario, centuries!



Net Zero 2030 and Climate Restoration
● Instead, let’s imagine what we can achieve
● We reach Net Zero in 2030, averting much of the negative effects of 1.5 

degrees 
● We invest in adaptation measures to protect against the effects we already 

have
● Then we start carrying out restoration, with the aim of restoring the climate 

back to the past
● By removing huge amounts of CO2, we reverse the effects of climate change 

that we have already locked in
● By restoring, we avert suffering of millions today and for centuries in the future



The world in 2100
● By 2100 restoration is close to completion
● The world is cooling down
● Storms, famines, natural disasters are less common than today
● Oil wells begin to fill up with CO2 captured from the atmosphere (oil 

production long since finished)
● Restoration stimulates huge economic opportunities-lastig through the century
● Our fears of climate change seem pathetic- people already beginning to 

question what the fuss was about- because restoration reversed the negative 
effects

● The climate safer than today



Which one would you want?
● A damaged climate for centuries OR one that is healing?
● Millions of people dying for centuries to come OR a hopeful vision for the 

future?
● Your children, and childrens children, will not live in a climate close to as safe 

OR your children, and children’s children will live in a safer climate than 
today?

● We learn to live (or for millions of vulnerable, die) with humanity's greatest 
failure, OR we combat it head on with hope?

● Net Zero alone OR restoration as well?



What could it look like?
● A Green New Deal?
● Common and differentiated responsibility?
● Carbon tax?
● Company and innovation driven?
● International Cooperation?
● Government led? Setting up markets?
● Socialist?
● Capitalist?



Green New Deal 
● Massive government investment in mitigation, 

adaptation and in our new model, removals as 
well

● Removals would provide a huge amount of jobs, 
which would go to the most disadvantaged

● Provide jobs for those left unemployed by the fact 
fossil fuel industry shut down

● Green New Deal hopes to combine combating 
climate change with social justice- removals are 
necessary to allow for the social justice to be 
sustainable in a safe climate

● Gov. investment in removals- huge gov. 
Infrastructure projects

● There is no climate justice without restoration
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Market Driven Approach
● Markets would be established where companies competed 

for contracts to remove CO2/ rewarded for the amount of 
CO2 removed

● Competition would drive removals, and drive innovation to 
make removal techniques better

● Uses of CO2 would be discovered and scaled up to 
become economical

● The markets would not be a way of offsetting emissions- 
because we need net zero

● These companies could provide jobs, as well as the 
investment in these projects help drive economic growth

● If this was global, it would allow for global economic 
opportunity and growth to combat the global threat

● This market should only be for removals- this technique 
must be combined with others for adaptation and 
mitigation



Entrepreneur and innovation led
● Huge investment in prizes for research and 

innovation, driving innovation
● An accessible market would be established, 

with anti-monopoly laws heavily enforced, and 
many small contracts or other payment 
mechanism

● Encourage entrepreneurship and startups
● Can provide huge benefits to the economy as 

well

Image:Climeworks



Community led
● Communities encouraged to come together to 

run small scale removals
● Gov. funding to help communities do this and 

reward those that do
● Help redistribute wealth as all communities can 

participate
● Increase communal participation and strength
● Bring economic opportunity to all types of 

people- be a particular focus on vulnerable 
people

● Not only would it reduce their vulnerability, 
because it's reversing climate change, but also 
providing them with economic opportunity

● Help provide a sense of purpose, and help 
make a better society

Image Ken Fisher/Getty Images 



We don’t have the perfect conception yet!
● Who knows what will work?
● Your reading will depend on your political leanings- but we have to restore, no 

matter how we do it
● We can all agree we don’t want millions to die and suffer for centuries
● Therefore restoration is a must!
● It’s also an amazing opportunity for economic and social progress



Possible flowchart of action

Campaign for 
restoration
(alongside the current 
climate campaigning)

Rapid mitigation, 
as well as R&D 
and innovation 
into removals

Net Zero achieved, 
restoration 
programmes rolled 
out on a massive 
scale

Restoration 
Achieved by end 
of the century! 
Millions of lives 
saved



Campaign for restoration
● We need support from:

○ Companies
○ Entrepreneurs
○ NGOs
○ Politicians and political parties

■ Both sides of the spectrum
○ Activists
○ Communities and community leaders
○ Government 

■ Local and national
○ UN

● We need healthy ideas and debate- from both sides of the spectrum- over 
how to carry out restoration



Campaign for restoration
● Public education and discussion
● Politically diverse movement
● A belief in the future
● Lobby for funding for R&D
● Government support to plan for the future
● Government work on mitigation and adaptation and investment in removals
● Restoration is the aim- mitigation, adaptation and removals the method
● If you believe in a safe and stable climate- join the movment
● Let's make a better world for everyone



Let’s go change the world!

Learn more at www.worldward.org

Or see our Youtube channel

http://www.worldward.org
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrC-4iBtsyEzfhd7SuUZZVg

